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Abstract. In this note two issues concerning completeness of Hoare-like proof systems which 
seem unrelated at first sight are brought together: Expressiveness of the assertion la,rguage and 
the Rule of Adaptation. These different issues are connected by investigating soundness and 
relative completeness of four published versions of the Rule of Adaptation with help of some 
general technique; for reasoning about expressiveness. 
1. Introduction 
This note brings together two issues concerning Eom+$eteness of Hoare-like proof 
systems which seem unrelated at first sight: Expressiveness of the assertion language 
and the Rule of Adaptation. 
The notion of expressiveness was introduced by Cook [S] to define a concept of 
relative completeness for Hoare-like proof systems whir:h measures completeness 
independently of possible problems with the underlying interpretation of the asser- 
tion language. The Rule of Adaptation is a specific proof rule suggested by Hoase 
[14] which appears now in various versions in proof systems dealing with resursive 
procedures. 
We connect these different issues by investigating soundness and relative com- 
pleteness of four published versions of the Rule of Adaptation with h.elp of some 
general techniques for reasoning about expressiveness. These techniques are 
developed by showing the equivalence of three different definitions of expressive- 
ness used in the literature. Before we go into details let us provide some background 
information. 
Expressiveness means that certain sets of states such as loop invariants can be 
expressed by assertions taken from a first order language 2. But the precise 
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definition varies: @ok [S] originally required that strongest postconditions can 
always be expressed in 9. Other authors [7] prefer to require that 9 epxresses 
weakest preconditiorls instead, or [3] both strongest postconditions and weakest 
preconditions, or [4] even that .=Y expresses the graphs of the programs. 
We investigate whether these definitions are all equivalent. The answer is negative 
for arbitrary nondeterministic state transformers but positive for finitely based ones. 
This covers previous results dealing with natural numbers [8] or deterministic 
programs [6] only. 
Though the equivalence result is very simple, the constructions of the assertions 
needed in its proof are useful for analysing soundness and relative completeness 
of the Rule of Adaptation. Despite its practical importance this rule has received 
no attention in the theoretical studies on completeness of proof systems in [l, 3, 
7, 81. The only exception is [SJ where a particular version is proved to be sound 
and relatively complet’e. 
The basic form of this rule is 
where S is a finitely based state transformer and _U, 5 are appropriate lists of 
*variables. Rule (A) was introduced in Hoare [14] besides the well-understood 
Recursion Rule to extend his proof system for while-programs [13] to a system 
which is able to deal with recursive procedures. By analysing its expressiveness we 
show that (A) is not as general as it claims to be, bui nevertheless both sound and 
relatively complete. 
Next we investigate modified versions of (A) which appeared in recent proposals 
of proof lrystems for procedures [S, 11, 12, 151. These versions all deal with 
parameter mechanisms, but it is instructive to examine these rules in the framework 
of finitely based state tratlsformers -without bothering about parameters. A surpris- 
ing result is that the rule of Gries and Levin [ll] is sound, but incomplete. Also 
we give a new proof of soundness and relative completeness for the rule of 
Cartwright and Oppen [S]; and we restate the observation of [S, 1 l] that the EUCLID 
rule [ 12, I S] is not even sound. 
When dealing with relative completeness we refer at various places to the survey 
article crf Apt [l 1. 
2. Basic concepts 
Let (x, y, . . . , #Jar be an infinite set of variables. By assertions we mean the 
formulas of a first order language (P, Q, . . . , ~).2? with equality relation = and at 
Izast the following syntax: 
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Throughout this note we assume a fixed interpxtution JJ, of 2 with a non-empty 
domain (d E)B. 9 induces the set (a, ~E)Z = V:lr + C9 of states. me truth of asser- 
tions P is defined in the usual way: We write I=- P(C) if P is true in c under 2, and 
define [PI = {CT 1 I= P(o)). 
Some notation 
The set of free variables in P is denoted by free(P). For substitutions P[y/x] 
and variants g{d/x} of states, see [3]. All notation,s extend to lists x’ = x ], . . . , x,~ 
and jj=yl,..., y, of distinct variables: VZP, ZP, P[y/FJ, a{d 1, . . . , d,/x’); 
x’ = jj means x1 = y1 A 9 l l A xn =-: yn and U(Z) stands for u(x~),, . . , CT(X,). The set 
{-k l l ’ , x,} of list components is delroted by’ {x’}. We write Z I/y if x’ and p 
have the same length and (2) n(y) = 4). The restriction of cr to some X c Var is 
denoted by c 1 X. 
The domain (S, TE)Y of state transformers consists of all relations S c C x C. 
As we shall see in the next section, arbitrary state transformers are too general for 
our purposes. To overcome this difficulty we follow Schwarz [18] and introduce 
finitely Based state transformers. For finite XC Var, let F(X) E F consist of all 
state transformers S with 
(1) Stability : If (a, 7) E S, then u 1 Var\X = 7 r Var\X. 
(2) Aloofness: If (F, 7) E S and c !X = ~‘1 X, then there is a state 7’ with ((T’, 7’) E S 
and 71X = r’rX. 
We say that S is based on X and call X the active variables of S. Intuitively S 
can set and test only finitely many active variables. The notions of stability and 
aloofness are due to [ 181. The domain of finitely based state transformers is rich 
enough to model the semantics of various program classes including those with 
procedure and block structure [ 1, 3, 171. 
Example 2.1. Take the standard interpretation 9; of integers and let the procedure 
p be defined by 
procp;ifx=Othenskipelses:=x-1;p;x := s+l fi. 
Then the procedure call T,, =p describes a (deterministic) state transformer based 
on (~1. 
Partial correctness of state transforrr,rs S E ..T is described by correctness &rmulas 
{P}S {Q} whose validity ic kt-ineu k the usual way: I={P)S {Q} if for ali sates (T, 
7 with 0 E [[PI and (G, 7) E S also r E &‘P holds. The weakest (liberal) precor ditiorz 
of S [9] and a set CO c E is the set 
wlp(S, Cr,) = {D 1 v7: (CT, 7) c s + T E &I), 
and the srrongest postcondition of Co c C i!nd S is the set 
sp(&, S) = {r 13 a:crE&A((T,T)ES). 
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For assertions f and Q we abbreviate wlp(S, [Q] j by wlp(S, Q) and sp([pj, S) by 
spv, S). 
Remark 2.2. (i) F{P}S (a) iff [P] c wlp6, Q) iff sp(P, S) c [Q]. 
(ii) If H+P:! and H?, + Q2, then wlp(S, Q1) _C wlp(S, Q2) and sp(B~, S) E 
spW2,S). 
(iii) If S, c_ S2, then wlp(&, Q) 2 wlp(S2, 0) and sp(P, S1) E sp(P, SZ). 
An assertion P expresses a set Co c C if [PI = Co holds. 9 expresses the weakest 
preconditions of S if for every P E 2’ there exists a Q E 9 expressing wlp(S, P) 
(analogously for strongest postconditions). An assertion G expresses the graph of 
SE Y(X) with x’ and y if (x’} = X, 2 11 y, and 
b,7)fzS iff afVar\{f} = 7 r Var\{Z) and cT{T(%)/y} E[G& 
Thus G uses the variables p to describe the final values of x’. 9 expresses the 
graph of S if for every y with x’liy there is a G E 9 expressing the graph of S 
with x’ and ~7. We remark that these definitions of expressiveness depend of 
course on the chosen interpretation 9. 
Example 2.3. Consider S,, of Example 2.1. Then i= {x = y ) So {x = y }, i.e., So leaves 
the variable x unchanged. In fact, wlp(&, x = y) = [x- = y 1 = sp(x = y, So). The asser- 
tion x = y expresses the graph of So with, x and y. 
3. Expressiveness 
Proposition 3.1. L,et S be a state transformer based on (2). Then the following 
a 3serti4vis are eqlri~a/en t : 
( 1 I .Ycxpresses the rueakest preconditions of S. 
I 2 ) L!’ t-xpresses the graph of S. 
(3 I Y’ expresses the strongest postconditions of S. 
We first show that a finite basis of S is actually necessary for this equivalence 
to hold. By definition this is clear for (2), but it is not obvious for (1) H (3). 
Lemma 3.2. Neither i I)+!3 I nor (3)+ ( 1) hol;!s for arbitrary state transformers. 
Proof. Let ‘5’ -=: (0, l} and gI, be the state with Ups = 0 for all x E Var. Take 
s,, = ((U, U(,) iU E 2) which violates the stability ‘condition for finitely based state 
transformers. 7’hen whatever assertion Q we choose, the weakest precondition 
wlpL!&,, Q 1 is &her C9 or C and thus expressible by false rcsp. true. But the singleton 
set spt trrrc, &A -= (no} is not expressible by any assertion P because CT() E [PI implies 
u,,{ 1 ,$)E [PI for every y IZ free(P), So if [PI # 8, then [PI is already infinite. This 
chows that ( 1) + ( 3 ) is false in general. 
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By a similar argument S1 = {(u,, a) 1~ E C and ul E Z\{C~~~}}, which violates the 
aloofness condition, shows that (3) * (1) is false in general. Cl 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. The construction of the required assertions is motivated 
by the following simple observation [ 161: 
(a, 7) f 5’ iff T E sp({cr}, S) iff a& wlp(S, Z\{+, 
which cannot be used directly to prove Proposition 3.1 due to Lemma 3.2. Let 
always x’]Iy and {y} n free(P) = 0. 
(l)+(2): Let W ~9 express wlp(S, 1 x’ = y’). Then G = -IW expresses the 
graph of S with x’ and y. 
(2)+(3): Let G ES express the graph of S with x’ and .i;. Define 
Q = 3x’(P A G). Then Q[i/y’] expresses spi_P, S). 
(3) Szs (2): Let G’ express sp(Z = y, S). Then G’[& y/p, X] expresses the graph 
of S with f and jj. 
(2)+(l): Let G b e as in (2) 3 (3). Then Q=@(G +P[j$]! expresses 
wlp(S, P). 
To illustrate where the assumption of a finite basis for S enters, let us explain 
(l)*(2) more precisely. Consider two states (T, r with 
By -definition of G ihere exists a state T’ with (i) (~{r(f)/L;}, 7’) ES, and (iii 
7’ E [i = jjj. Since S is based on {f) we conclude 
a[ Var\{_f, y} - r’r Var\{& y) and T(X) = ~#(f) 
from (i). By (ii) also ~(2) = r’(f), and hence T’ = ~{r(X)/jj}. Since S is based on 
1-u) we get indeed (a, 7) E S. The converse is proved by similar arguments. a 
Correctness formulas (2 =y}S{sp(x’= jj, S)} as in step (3)+(2) are called 
most general formdas [lo]. Intuitively, sp(f = jj, S) describes the relationship 
between the final values of the active variables x’ and their initial values which 
are represented by inactive variables p. The importance of this kind of inactive 
auxiliary variable in correctness proofs for recursive procedures was first realized 
in [lo] and later thoroughly investigated in [2] where it was also observed that 
sp(~ = p, S) essentially expresses the graph of S (cf. step (3)+(2)). 
For P, Q ~9 and finite X c Var we detrne 
S xpo ==U{S/SEY(X) and k{P>S{Q}}. 9 . 
Then S,Y,P,Q is the largest state transformer based on X with b(P) Sx,fJ,o (Q). It 
is the generic command studied in [ 181. 
Proposition 3.3* Let (2) =X, i l/f, (p} nfreecll, Q) = 8 and {ii) = free@‘, Q)\X. 
77ien the assertims V’u (P --, Q[j$f 1) and 3ii (P + Q [j$f 1) both express the graph 
of Sx.p,a with .f csnd jL 
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proof. G =Vc (P+ Q[f/i]) expresses the graph of some state transformtzr S*. 
Clearly S* E g(X) and I= (P} S* (a}. Thus at least S* C SX,,P,~. 
Suppose there is some (CT, T) E SA,~,Q with + -~G(~{T(Z)/~% i.e., 
I== 3ii(P A 7~[~/~I~(cT{7<.~!/cy)). 
Ttpus there are dl, . . . , d, E 9 with 
+ P(o(d,, . . . , d&i}) and C= %?(@l, . . . , dll/4) 
because free(Q) = {ti, Z}, but also wit’n 
v{dl,. . .q d,,l~L 44,. . l , &/4) E SX.P,c? 
because Sx,p.O is based on X. Contradiction. 
A similar argument is needed for 26 (P- Q[y/x]). q 
Hoaee’s original Rule of Adaptation 
We arc now prepared to investigate the Rule of Adaptation as introduced in [ 141: 
where S is a state transformer based on {S} and Z a list of variables with 
(5) = free(P, Q)\(free(l() u{i}). 
What does (A) reaIIy express? In [ 14, p. 1 IO] the following justification is given: 
“If R Is the desired result of executing S and (P}S (Q) is already given, what is 
the weakest precondition W such that (W}S (R) is universally valid. It turns out 
that this precondition is 3Z (P A V.U (Q + IT)).* 
Instead one might have expected that W should simply express wlp(S, R ), but 
this would not take the premise (P}S{Q) of (A) into account. We thus arrive at 
the following formalization of Hoare’s justification: Find the weakest assertion W 
such that != { W)S{R} holds for all state transformers S based on {.F} with 
t{P)S(Q). By Remark 2.2 this is equivalent to requiring that W should express 
wlp& !.P,Q, R ). Applying Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 we can simply calculate W 2s 
follows: 
N-V!; (VG (P+Q[,i;/s])+R[y/i]) 
where ii1.t; with (y) nfrce(P, Q, R) = 0 and ([?I = free(P, Q)\(F). Since W and 
35 ! P h Vi (Q + R 1) look rather different, we have to relate them explicitly. 
Proposition4.1. ti) +[32(P~V2 (Q-+R))]+ W. 
(ii) The cmterse of (i) is false. 
Thrrs rrrlt* ! A) i5 mt as general as it claims to be. 
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Proof. (i) Rewrite 32’ (P A Vx’ (Q + R)) into the equivalent 
WA = 32 (P A Vy (Q[v’/x]-+ R[y’/x’])). 
Note that (2) c {u’). The crucial step is then to observe that 
The latter assertion clearly impies W. 
(ii) Consider the state transformer So of Examples 2.1 and 2.3 again. From 
{x = y) So {x = y), rule (A) allows us to deduce only (false) So {x = y + 1) whereas 
the weakest precondition wlp(S0, x = y + 1) is described correctly by W =,I- = 
y+l. Cl 
Corollary 4.2. The Rule of Adaptation (A) is sound, i.e. l= {P\S (a) always implies 
I={% (PAE (Q+R)))S{R). 
For a given version (A*) of the Adaptation Rule let 1 S[A:*) denote that proof 
system for parameterless recursive procedures which is obtained by adding only 
the Recursion Rule [1, Section 3.21 and rule (A*) to the usual proof system for 
while-programs [ 1, Section 21. We call (A*) relatively complete if the induced proof 
system s(A*) is relatliely complete (in the sense of Cook [8]>. Otherwise (A*) is 
called incomplete. By the weakness of the original rule (A) discovered in Proposition 
4.1, it is by no means clear whether (A) is complete in this sense. Nevertheless we 
can state the following. 
Proposition 4.3. The Rule of Adaptation (A) i’s relatively complete. 
Proof. Following Ap*i [l] we get a relatively complete proof system if we adcl 
instead of (A) the Substitution Rule I (S) [1, Section 3.41, the Invariance Rule (I’r, 
and the Elimination Ruie (E) [l, Section 3.91. So it suffices to show that these 
rules can be derived with (A) and the Rule of Consequence (C) which is already 
present in the proof system for while-programs. Again this reduces to the question 
of how expressive (A) is. 
For example, take rule (S). The claim is that applications of (A) and (C) lead 
from {P)S (8) to {P[v’/ti]) S {Q[fi/ti]) p rovided that S E Y((Z)) and {i)n 
(ti, a) =c3. 
Case 1. {fi}n free(P, Q) = $9. Then the claim follows from #j?/‘~] --, 
[3r (P A Vi (Q + Q[fi/u],,]. 
<.se 2. (6) nfree(P, Q) # 8. This case is proved by applying the argument of 
Case 1 twice. 
Dealing with rules (I) and (E) is straightforward. We remark that the 
Z-quantifier is essential for deriving rules (S) and (E). Cl 
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5. Other versions of the Adaptation Rule 
Next we discuss more recent versions of the Adaptation Rule presented in [5, 11, 
12, 15]-neglecting the additional concern about parameters in these papers. 
5.1. Srlle rule of Gries and Levin 
In [ll] the assertion 3s’ (P A tlZ (Q + R)) in {A) is replaced by P AV’~F (Q + R). 
Let us call the resulting proof rule (Al). Obviously (Al) is sound by Corollary 4.2., 
but now the proof of Proposition 4.3 does not work any longer. In fact we have 
the following. 
Proposition 51. The proof rule (Ali is incomplete (cf. Section 4). 
Proof. We display 2~ particular valid correctness formula which cannot be proved 
in the induced system !5(A1). We can simply take {x = y}p{x = y} of Example 2.3. 
This incompleteness result is a refinement of the proof given in [ 1, Section 3.31 
that the Recursion Rule alone is insufficient when added to the proof system for 
while-programs. 
First we investigate what can be achieved by (Al) and the Rule of Consequence 
KY). For correctness formulas F and F1, . . . , F,I let us write F +{Fl, . . . , F,,} if up 
to equivalence of assertions the only correctness formulas {P}S{Q} from which F 
can be derived by applications of (AI) and (C) are F1, . . . , F,?. Consider now the 
correctness formulas 
F, ={x =c:}S{x =ez}, Fl={n- =el Ay #O}S{x =e2} 
and 
Fl= {x = cl A J’ f 0)s {x = e2 A y # 0) 
wfrcrc el, ez arc expressions of the form e I, e2 E {y, F - 1) and S is a state transformer 
based on {x} with [x = elj = wlp(S, x = ei) and sp(x = el, S) = [x = e& Then a careful 
case analysis yields 
We explain here only the details for F1 +{F,}. The claim is that whenever 
with :=P1w_y -= ~7~ and i=P2t,,x = e1 is an application of the Rule of Consequnce 
tC3 or the proof rule (A,), then I= P-s = e1 and t= @+_I- = e1 is true. 
lr r v (0 was applied, we can assume that 
holds in ! 11. By Remark 2.2 we conclude that 
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and 
II x = e2jj = sp(x = el, S) C SpP, S) E UQII. 
Thus i=Pex = el and I= Q ex = e2 what was to be shown for (C). 
If rule (Al) was applied, we can assume that 
l=x=er w (PAV’X (Q+x=ez)) and l=(P}S{Q} 
holds in ( 1). Since free(x = el) = {x, y}, we conclude that (up to equivalence of P 
and Q) also free(P A Vx (Q + x = ez)) = {x, y}. Thus 
free(Vx (Q + x = e2)) = {y}. (2) 
But then +ppx =el and therefore bP+Vx (Q-,x =e2) holds. Again, by (2) this 
implies t=Vx (Q +x = e2) and thus b Q +x = e2. On the other hand, [x = e2] c [Q19 
i.e., l=x = e2 + Q holds as above. Thus indeed /= Q *x = e2 which finishes the proof 
of F1 + {F1}. 
We remark that (2) does not hold for proof rule (A) of Section 4 because the 
3-quantifier prefixing P A Vx (Q +x = e2) may bind additional free variables of P 
and Vx (Q +x = e2). Indeed F1 + {Fl} is false with (A) instead of (Al). For example 
{x = y )S {x = y }can be derived from {x = z}S {x = z} because the Substitution Rule 
(S) is derivable with (A) and (C) (see the proof of Proposition 4.3). 
Suppose now by contradiction that there is a proof A of {x = y}p {x = J ) in $5 (A I ). 
Let us analyse A backwards. Due to the case F1 *{F1} of (*) the only correctness 
formula (P}p {Q} from which {x = y >p {x = y} can be derived by successive applica- 
tions of rules (C) and (Al) is (up to equivalence of P and Q) the formula {x = y)p {x r= 
y} itself, Thus applications of (C) and (Al) at the end of A have no effect. Therefore, 
we can assume that the last rule applied in A was the Recursion Rule, i.e., the premise 
{~=y}~{~=y)t---{x=y} if x=0 then skip else x:=x-l; p; x:=x+1 fi {x=y} 
can be proved in s(Al). 
(3) 
Again (*) shows that applications of rules (C) and (Al) at the end of this subproof 
have no effect. Thus we can assume that the last rule in subproof (3) was the 
if-then-else Rule applied to (x = y AX = 0) skip {x = y) - which is provable in 
~(A~)-andto{x=yr\xfO}.~:=x=l;p;x:=x+1{x=y}.Sincex-y~x#Ois 
equivalent to x = y A y f 0, we conclude that ‘to establish (3) a subproof 
{x=\~}p{x=y}~(x=yAy#o}x:=x-1;p;x:=x+l{x=y} (4) 
exists in A. This subproof must consist of successive applications of the Assignment 
Axiom and the Composition Rule together with interactions of rules (C) and (A,). 
A detailed analysis of these interactions with help of (*) shows that subproof 
(4) is only possible if initially 
{x=y}p{x=y} t- (x=y-l)p{x=y-I) 
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or 
(x =y)p{x =y} I- {x =y-1 ?\y ?qp(x =y-1) 
or 
(x=p}p{x=y} t- {x=y-1A)‘fQ}p{x=y-1/\y#O) 
is provable in §(A,). But this contradicts (*). 0 
Here we have to remark that Gries and Levin [ 1 l] considexed total correctness 
as opposed to partial correctness in this note. However, even if we replace the 
Recursion Rule for partial correctness by the stronger Recursion Rule II for total 
correctness [ 1, Section 3.91, (Al) leads to an incomplete proof system. This can be 
shown with the same example {x = y>p {x = y} because termination of p is guaran- 
teed anyway. 
In [ 12, 151 the assertion 32 (P A Vi (Q -) R)) in (A) is replaced by P A 
K?[u”/x’]+R[ti/CJ) where U’liZ and {u’) nfree(P, Qj R) = 0, i.e., both quantifiers 
3 and V are missing. The resulting proof rule (AZ) is not sound [5, 1 l] anti apart 
from this incomplete as can be shown analclgously to Proposition 5.1. 
5..?. 7114 rule of Cartwright and Oppen l 
In [5] a different style of Adaptation Rule was proposed: 
where .\‘li$ with (j?nfree(P, Q, PI, Q1) = 0 and (NJ = free(P, Q)\(i). 
The second premise of (AJ is equivalent to 
-. 
vfi (P-+Q[y/_+dfr; w, + a,[~/%]) c where {F} = free(&, Ql)\{-t). 
By Proposition 3.3 the assertion Vfi (P-, Q[Y/z]) expresses the graph of S~~~,P,o 
and Vti (PI +QI[y/i]) the graph of :.&I,F,,oI. Hence this premise is equivalent to 
Hy the first premise S z S~i~_~,~ holds’. Using Remark 2.2 this shows the soundness 
of rule (Al!. 
Proposition 5.2. T/w proof rrrk (A3) is relatively complete. 
Prooff. Every application of tIhe rules (S), (I) and (E) mentioned in Proposition 4.3 
can be replaced by a single application of (A3). This is clear for (S) and (I). For 
1 El the claim follows since the graph of S~il.f’l,u, can also be expressed by 5 (PI + 
to Proposition 33 3 
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